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Time to Change the Clocks; November
2nd
As a friendly reminder, the return to standard time will occur on the first
Sunday in November (November 2nd). Remember to turn your clocks
back one hour.
Many local fire departments encourage people to check and change the
batteries in their smoke detectors at home when they change their
clocks. It’s a convenient reminder to ensure your family’s safety. As
“they” say, “A working smoke detector more than doubles a person’s
chances of surviving a home fire.”

New Exhibition: Carole Kenny’s Art Quilts
The new works on display in the Atrium Providence Art Club Gallery are
by Carole Kenny. Stunning and explicit with color and stitching, her
quilts are a beauty to behold. She has been an artist member of the
Providence Art Club since 1992, exhibiting since 1994. Her art quilts
have been seen in Canada, Germany, Korea, Ireland, and Scotland, in
addition to national exhibits. She enjoys teaching and sharing her art
with others.
As a reminder, the Atrium is open to all building tenants with a building
pass. To gain entrance or exit, please swipe your badge at the Atrium
door and proceed through the glass door quickly.

Edwards Wildman Blood Drive;
November 4th
Edwards Wildman will be hosting a blood drive on Tuesday, November
4th from 2:00 – 5:00 pm. In the interest of collecting as many donations
as possible, they are opening up this drive to everyone in the building.
To access the blood drive, please go to the 25 th floor and ring the
doorbell.
Although walk-ins are accepted, pre-registrations will benefit all by
reducing wait times. To register for this blood drive, please visit
www.ribc.org, using the sponsor code 0520.

Parking Garage Update
With the cooler temperatures now here, please understand that the
receiving bay door will be kept closed on a more regular basis. There
is a security camera focused on the receiving bay entrance, and as
soon as security picks up an arrival, they will open the door for
admittance. It is important to know, however, that the parker will
need to pull up onto the sidewalk and close to the door in order to be
within camera range. If you have guests or clients who regularly
use the parking garage, please let them know about the
seasonal change.
With the street door being closed more often to keep the cold air out,
there will be even more limited space for cars awaiting retrieval in the
receiving bay for departures. Certainly, we all understand that
something can come up at the last minute when someone is preparing
to leave; however, please be considerate of others and call for a car
only when you are really ready to depart. If a parker happens to be
exceptionally tardy with retrieving a car after it has been called for,
they may find that it has been returned to the garage in order to
accommodate other parkers.

Kennedy Plaza Progress
As everyone can see out the building windows, the work on the new
Kennedy Plaza is progressing. Due to some delays encountered when
the first series of concrete platforms were poured, the new Plaza won’t
be completed for the hoped-for early-November date. They are hoping
to have construction completed by the first week in December; RIPTA
is hoping to resume Plaza operations by mid-December. Below is a
copy of the finished product we can anticipate by the end of this phase.

Any questions or concerns,
don’t hesitate to contact the
Property Management office:
401-831-5840
Laurie.drucker@cbre-ne.com

